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About

Note to readers: the sample size for the Netherlands is smaller than that of other countries.
As such, we have not compared its results to other countries’ in the main report but
thought it useful to include and discuss its findings separately on pages 41-43, in the
‘country profiles’ section.
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Introduction
As well as sharing the challenges that organisations are facing
in their efforts to increase their responsiveness, we identified
exemplars of good practice that other countries might learn from
Welcome to the Global Responsive Government
Survey 2021.

A culture of agility and adaptation is not always easily
achieved in such environments.

As the Greek philosopher Heraclitus said more than
2,500 years ago, “change is the only constant in life”.
But even he would likely have been startled at the pace
at which technological, social and environmental change
is accelerating in the third decade of the 21st century.

With this in mind, Global Government Forum and
PA Consulting set out to investigate the responsiveness
and agility of the civil services that are known to be
effective in nine countries. Participants were asked
to score their organisations on various attributes that
we identified as drivers of responsive government.

The organisations charged with delivering solutions on
behalf of elected representatives must act decisively
and innovate constantly if they are to keep up with the
pace of change. In civil services around the world, there
are certainly teams and agencies that are able to react
quickly and imaginatively to changes, and to promote
a culture of continuous service improvement.

We invited self-assessments from senior officials of their
organisations in each country; in five of the countries,
the pool was expanded to include more junior staff.
We wanted to explore how civil servants in these
countries perceived their own organisations’ adaptability
and delve into the factors that drive those views.

At the same time, many organisations were built in
a previous era and are hampered to some extent by
legacy structures characterised by overly bureaucratic
processes and outdated technologies.

As well as sharing the challenges that civil servants
are facing in their efforts to increase organisational
responsiveness, we hoped to identify exemplars of
good practice that other countries might learn from.
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We believe our survey results can inform conversations
with public sector leaders on the building blocks for more
responsive government, as well as providing a baseline of
evidence against which we can track progress in the future.
The research gathered views from 867 civil servants
including 127 at senior leadership level, and this
report presents the key findings across different
levels of seniority as well as different countries.
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We want to express our sincere thanks to everyone who
participated in the survey; the fact that more than 850
of you took part provided us with a really robust sample.
We hope you find the report of interest, and we’d love
to hear your feedback. Do get in touch to tell us what
you think.
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Foreword
In the past few years we’ve seen civil service
departments and teams demonstrate their ability
to respond to significant changes quickly and
imaginatively, be it shifting citizen demands,
national and international political shifts, and
wider societal and technological disruption.

These pockets of progress hint at a broader opportunity
for the sector. Many of these organisations were built for
an era of slow-time, reflective delivery, with multi-year
transformation programmes. These complex operating
environments tend to be the last place you’d expect to
encounter best practice examples of organisational agility.

Where once it was claimed that change would take
too long, the COVID-19 pandemic mobilised action
and reinvigorated the public sector with a vital and
renewed sense of purpose.

Responsiveness in practice

Stirred into action, we’ve seen governments across the
world step up with better and faster delivery. In the
UK, for instance, the UK Treasury built and rolled
out the furlough scheme in just a few weeks. And the
New Zealand Customs Service implemented numerous
new border directives in almost real-time as quarantine
requirements ebbed and flowed.

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY

Having witnessed what the public sector is capable of,
we wanted to explore how well equipped the civil service
is to seize this renewed imperative to maintain the posture
and pace of delivery.
In partnership with Global Government Forum, we spoke
with 867 civil servants across nine countries to explore
their perceived adaptability and identify best practice.
Our research sets the baseline for how the civil service is
positioned to adapt in a world where the most responsive
governments will be best positioned to succeed.
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We discovered that civil servants across the world are
largely united by the desire to operate responsively
to a changing environment – and to do so at an ever
increasing pace. And yet we found that:
•	one fifth (19%) of civil servants believe they are not
learning and responding rapidly to meet evolving
citizen and end-user needs
•	the perception of being responsive largely outstrips
reality, particularly in the UK and New Zealand
•	the UK scored lowest on responsiveness
(5.6 out of 10), with Sweden highest (7.8)
•	major opportunities exist to improve tools and
resources, the use of evidence to drive change,
and the willingness to experiment.
All too often, we heard that respondents are hamstrung
by unnecessary bureaucracy. While they have the
willingness and ability to act responsively, progress is
stifled by the nature of the organisations they serve.
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The world has changed – and so must
the civil service
This research highlights the opportunity for the civil service
to go further, faster – and to learn from both the private
sector and from other governments across the globe.
We explore which countries are taking a lead, mismatches
between confidence and reality – and where the most
significant improvements can be made. For instance,
the UK scored the lowest for responsiveness across
our respondents and had the joint highest gap between
confidence level and responsiveness score.
The imperative for change is clear. The world has
transformed, and is poised to continue transforming
at an increasing rate and on a greater number of fronts.
The most successful governments of the future will
be those best able to respond quickly to world events,
to local and national incidents, and to provide citizens
with enhanced accountability, capability and delivery.
by Knowledge Partner PA Consulting
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Executive summary
Civil servants have pride and confidence in their department and their
work, but systems and culture don’t always match their ambition
Civil servants in all nine countries surveyed generally
perceive their organisations to be capable of operating
a responsive government. Almost three-quarters (72%)
of the total participants agreed their service excels at
learning and responding rapidly to meet evolving
citizen and end-user needs, with 19% disagreeing.
However, this confidence was not always reflected in
respondents’ answers about the drivers that contribute
to responsiveness. This suggests that civil servants have
pride and confidence in their department and their
work, but systems and culture don’t always match their
ambition. Alternatively, it could be that they are working
hard to effect change despite those systems and cultures.
(See Figures 1-8, over).
Civil servants in most countries identified room for
improvement in collaboration between departments,
communication of decisions through the ranks,
empowerment of staff and giving permission to try and
fail, and ensuring end-user input to the making of policy.
But the most negative scores related to organisations’
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ability to move at pace – respondents in most countries
complained about being hamstrung by unnecessary
bureaucracy.
Among the senior grades in the US, Canada, the UK,
Australia and New Zealand (referred to from here as the
Five Eyes group), civil servants in New Zealand were the
most positive overall. But even their exuberance was
outpaced by leaders in Sweden, whose aggregate scores
across all categories made them easily the most positive
of all the nine countries.
Average weighted scores found that the UK had the
lowest overall score with its leaders particularly downbeat
on questions around bureaucracy, budget, technology,
human resources and collaboration.
The survey also reveals variations in how leaders and
their teams perceive their organisation. In the US, across
all categories, non-management staff were significantly
more bullish in their responses than their more senior
cohorts while in New Zealand the opposite was true –
leaders in that country recorded higher scores than their
more junior colleagues. Canada was different again: those
in middle management grades were significantly more
downbeat about all topics than the senior leaders above
them and their non-management colleagues below
(see Figure 9).
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Civil servants across the board were proud of their
teamworking abilities, but were less confident regarding
collaboration with external organisations. There was
positivity about staff development but less optimism
about available budget and ability to hire talent as
required. With the exception of leaders in Sweden, none
of the nations were satisfied with their budgets generally.
The size of a country’s population and the structure
of its government both appear to impact agility; leaders
in nations with smaller populations and less complex
parliamentary and governance systems tended to
exhibit more confidence.
Leaders in the Five Eyes countries were, on the whole,
less bullish about their capabilities than their Nordic
counterparts. Yet several of the Five Eye countries appear
at the top of studies that externally assess government
capabilities, such as the Incise Index and World Bank’s
Good Governance Indicators.
Are civil service leaders too self-critical in response to
highly combative media and political cultures? Do the
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negative responses of UK civil servants reflect the impact
of a bruising period of political division in which they
were often vilified publicly by their ministers? Or does
the optimism of the Nordic leaders reflect in part the
fact that these leaders work in countries that not only
are considered to have high-functioning democracies
and state institutions, but also consistently rank highly
in happiness and quality-of-life surveys?
Certainly, we can see that civil servants’ answers are
influenced by the underlying culture and values in their
countries; Nordic employers, for example, are renowned
for promoting a high-trust environment where employees
are empowered to make decisions and take risks, and this
is reflected in the positive responses from those nations.
Responses are also influenced, of course, by the events
and policies with which civil servants have been grappling
in recent years.
Overshadowing almost everything else is the COVID-19
pandemic, which has coloured every aspect of life and
work for nearly two years. We asked civil servants whether
adapting to change had helped them to develop
capabilities that were not present pre-Covid.
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Three of the four countries with the highest confidence
here (New Zealand, Sweden and Denmark) were also the
most confident that being able to adapt to significant
change is part of their long-term strategy.
The same three countries’ leaders were also highly
positive that they proactively seek to anticipate and
respond to changing citizen/stakeholder needs,
operate an environment where diverse teams can
be assembled at short notice to solve problems,
and continually develop the skills and capabilities
of their workforce.
These results may suggest that organisations that plan
ahead and seek ways of pre-empting and adapting to
change in normal times benefit from this in a time of crisis.
That said, even the most prepared and successful
organisations can be knocked off course by sudden
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shocks or extreme pressure. As the world begins to
emerge from the worst effects of the COVID-19 pandemic,
civil service organisations around the world are faced with
not only employee burnout and navigating the economic
impact of the pandemic but also the challenge of keeping
staff motivated and sustaining innovation as the adrenalin
of crisis response gives way to business as usual.
There will be opportunities too, however; many
organisations have had to work in entirely new ways
to respond to the pandemic – and this progress must
not be lost.
Looking ahead, the challenge for civil service organisations
is to embed what they have learnt from the emergency
situation and adopt more sustainable practices that
enable them to respond rapidly and effectively to
changing needs, wherever and whenever they arise.
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Methodology & objectives
The survey examined how civil servants rate their
organisation’s ability to adapt to change and new
circumstances, and how they might improve.
We also identified areas of international best practice
that governments can learn from and apply to their
strategic planning and operational delivery, as well
as identify barriers to progress.
This is a pilot study designed to inform a wider annual
project that will extend in scope, coverage and usefulness
each year.
This inaugural report focuses on a select group of nine
countries that known to have developed effective civil
services. It features assessments by senior officials
of their own organisations in each country. In five of
those countries, we expanded the research to include
self-assessments by managers and more junior staff.

Fieldwork
Fieldwork was carried out via email invitations to take
part in the online survey to Global Government Forum’s

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY

network of civil servants in each country, as well as
telephone interviews with leaders in the Nordic countries.
Respondents were incentivised to take part by a charity
donation pledge; GGF has donated £4,809 to Unicef as a
result. The survey was open for 11 weeks, from 10 May
2021 to 23 July 2021; it received 873 responses, including
133 from senior officials. This group had been identified
as being in ‘a position to know’ about their organisation’s
strategy and performance at a top level (see box, page 15).

Questionnaire design
GGF and PA Consulting designed a self-assessment
questionnaire based on Marvin Weisbord’s Six Box
Model to assess an organisation’s ability to respond
to change.
The survey comprised a series of 54 statements plus
one overarching declaration. Respondents could answer
their degree of agreement on a scale as follows: entirely
disagree; mostly disagree; somewhat disagree; neither
agree nor disagree; somewhat agree; mostly agree;
entirely agree; plus: I don’t know; and not applicable.
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Data analysis
Once data collection was complete, we grouped the
54 statements into categories (see box, page 16).
The ‘agreed’ category includes all those who entirely,
mostly or somewhat agreed, and likewise for ‘disagreed’.
‘Strongly agreed’ includes those who entirely or mostly
agreed, and likewise for ‘strongly disagreed’.
Some of the charts and references in the text depict
the results of weighted mean scores across the answers;
this enabled us to gauge the collective strength of feeling
on a statement from a particular cohort and to visualise
how they compare by country and/or seniority group.
Readers should note that statistical significance was
not calculated, and the results show self-assessments
made by self-selecting civil servants in a diverse range
of organisations. The data therefore illustrates themes
covered, on which further research can be carried out.
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Definition of the leadership group
Job titles of the senior group the leaders data are
broadly equivalent to those within the senior civil
service in the UK. Examples are:
•	Secretary-general/vice minister/permanent
secretary/chief executive/chairman
•	Director-general/managing director/
chief technical officer/chief operating officer/
chief information officer/chief procurement officer/
chief financial officer
•	Director
•	Deputy director
•	Head or director of departmental unit
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Survey results
Managers in the US and Australia have successfully instilled feelings
of trust and enfranchisement in their teams
While four in five civil servants across the nine countries
surveyed say their organisation’s response to the
COVID-19 pandemic has helped it to develop significant
new capabilities, the results also suggest that officials
feel there are barriers to progress in times of crises
and otherwise.

Performance: what we do
Appetite for excellence but room for
improvement
Leaders in all nine countries were largely positive that
their organisations excel at learning and responding
rapidly to meet evolving citizen and end-user needs.
This overall confidence was also evident within the
Five Eyes group, where 71% of all civil servants agreed
with this statement to some extent.
What is more, positivity rose as seniority fell. Among
Five Eyes leaders, 67% were in agreement with the
above statement. At manager level, seven in 10
agreed. However, among frontline staff, 73% agreed.

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY

Non-managers were most positive in the US, where
87% agreed with the statement.
However, it should be noted that the positivity around
this overarching statement was not always mirrored
in participants’ views on the drivers that influence how
responsive an organisation is. These discrepancies
may suggest that civil servants want to have pride and
confidence in their department and their work, but the
reality is that the systems and culture do not always
match that desire.
The upshot is positive, however: the appetite for
excellence clearly exists. The challenge is finding ways
to achieve it.

Environment for change
Among all countries, there is great ambition to design
and deliver services in new ways and to constantly
adapt policies and services based on learning from
successes and failures, with more than four in five
leaders agreeing that they strive to do this.
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However, only two in five said that they test, filter and
refine possible solutions so that they can continually
improve services. Just 61% of leaders – and 56% of all
civil servants – agreed that they are able to quickly and
effectively capitalise on opportunities that arise
from uncertainty.
Since early 2020, all governments have been living with
great uncertainty caused by the COVID-19 pandemic,
and different countries’ experiences of responding to
that crisis are reflected in the results.
For example, nine in ten leaders in NZ strongly agreed that
adapting to change has helped to develop significant
capabilities within their organisation that were not
present three years before the pandemic, compared
with just 50% of US leaders. On the whole, New Zealand
has successfully kept COVID-19 at bay, thanks largely
to the speedy closure of its borders and immediate
lockdowns when outbreaks occurred (see page 44).

Ability to move at pace
With the exception of Sweden, most countries
acknowledged that they could become more fleet of foot.
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Fewer than one-third (31%) of civil servants in the Five
Eyes group agreed that there are few barriers in place
to deploying solutions quickly. Views on this ranged
widely between leadership cohorts from different
countries: 73% of Swedish leaders agreed against just
19% of UK leaders.
A similar disparity was evident between countries on the
subject of bureaucracy creating barriers (see Figure 14).
For example, in Sweden and Norway, 60% of leaders
agreed that there was little unnecessary bureaucracy
in their organisation but, in the UK, only 12% of senior
civil servants said this was true, with 85% disagreeing.
Neil Amos, policing and justice lead at PA Consulting
in the UK, says:
“Bureaucracy is not necessarily filling out lots of forms.
One person’s bureaucracy is another person’s control
and proper decision-making.”
He says a lot of civil service organisations decided to
sidestep some of their usual ‘bureaucratic’ processes
in the rush to respond quickly to COVID-19 but, in many
cases, that created serious problems.
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In the UK, for example, the government has been roundly
condemned for awarding millions of pounds in contracts
to buy pandemic-related items such as personal protective
equipment to contacts of ministers rather than following
normal procurement procedures.
“There’s a reason why those procurement rules are in
place – to avoid corruption, to ensure government gets
value for money and to ensure everyone competes on
a fair and level playing field,” Amos says. “You can’t argue
with any of that. But, sometimes, organisations can be
too risk averse and sometimes there is too much focus
on process rather than outcome.”
Rapid response requires the ability to quickly build teams
to meet new challenges, and almost three in five leaders
agreed that their organisation provides an environment
where people with a diverse range of skills and
opinions are available at short notice to help problem
solve. However, UK leaders brought this average down:
just 38% of them agreed. Three of the countries with
the smallest populations recorded the highest scores:
Denmark, Sweden and New Zealand.
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On the whole, with the exception of New Zealand,
Nordic leaders had more confidence in their ability
to move at pace than leaders in the Five Eyes group.
Yet it is plain that civil servants in all countries have had
to adapt to constant change over the last 18 months
as the pandemic has played out.
From the UK Treasury building the furlough scheme in
just a few weeks to New Zealand Customs implementing
numerous new border directives as quarantine
requirements ebbed and flowed, civil servants have
been forced into rapid-response mode everywhere.
The opportunity that presents itself now is for
organisations to translate these experiences into new
ways of working that are sustainable during periods
of business as usual as well as in emergencies.

Drivers: how we do it
Leadership, empowerment and risk appetite
Leaders generally have high opinions of their own
leadership abilities – higher, in most cases, than the staff
they manage. However, in the US where leaders were
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more modest about their capabilities, their lower-grade
colleagues had higher opinions of their organisation’s
leadership.
Confidence in an organisation’s leadership tended to be
mirrored in views on staff empowerment and autonomy
and its inclination to take risks and try new things.
US civil servants were most likely of all Five Eyes groups
to say they have the autonomy to design and deliver
their own solutions, and that staff are rewarded for
pursuing opportunities for change, even if there is
a risk of failure. Along with Canada, they were also most
likely to say that decisions made by their line managers
are always explained and understood by the teams
affected – even though their leaders were least likely
to claim this was true.
The US position contrasted sharply with New Zealand
on many of these issues. New Zealand leaders scored
themselves among the highest of Five Eyes cohorts
on statements relating to leadership, empowerment
and experimentation, but these views were not widely
shared by their more junior colleagues. In one example,
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80% of New Zealand leaders agreed that all ideas
and innovations are equally considered, regardless
of seniority level, against just 47% of the country’s
total cohort.
Asked what might be behind these discrepancies, Janine
Foster, head of security, risk and assurance at the New
Zealand Customs Service, suggests that the timing of the
survey may be a factor, with many civil servants burdened
by the pressure of constantly responding to the pandemic.
“I can’t help but wonder if the timing had something to do
with it with everything that’s been going on with Covid,”
she says. “The diktats come from on high and people
don’t have any option but to respond and make it work
in a way that’s usable, practical and realistic.”
She says that for many civil servants working to deliver
services or managing teams of frontline staff, this has
required a huge effort for many months, evoking images
of “duck feet paddling madly under the water trying
desperately to keep going and make things happen”.
Whether this is the only explanation for the disparity in
views between the different New Zealand grades, it should
serve as a warning bell for all leaders managing teams that
have spent the last 18 months mired in crisis response.
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Among the leadership cohorts, Sweden again outpaced
all other nations on questions of empowerment and
autonomy – a reflection of the ‘high trust’ culture
promoted by Swedish employers in all sectors (see case
study, page 51). All three Nordic nations scored highly on
it is always clear who is accountable for the actions
and decisions made at each level of this organisation.
The Swedes’ willingness to trust their people also
manifests in their appetite for experimentation and
risk-taking – they were, again, the most bullish on most
statements about supporting staff to develop new
ideas and solutions.
In the US and Australia, the most junior grades were
more positive than those at management level that
all individuals are empowered and supported in
making calculated decisions, suggesting that managers
in those countries have successfully instilled feelings of
trust and enfranchisement among their teams – yet the
managers themselves do not share the same feelings of
empowerment.
UK leaders are least confident that they give people
dedicated time to pursue new ideas and solutions
– an admission also reflected in responses from the
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wider UK group. UK civil servants were least certain of
those in the Five Eyes countries that taking calculated,
proportionate risks is encouraged and that ideas are
never disregarded without due consideration.

Digital capabilities
Respondents in different countries had widely varying
views about their use of technology to deliver effective
government.
Leaders in the US, Norway and Sweden had significantly
more confidence than those in other countries that
the technology we require is available or can be
developed and that digital technologies are fully
embedded in policymaking and service design
process from the outset.

Human resources
Five Eyes respondents were not overwhelmingly positive
about their organisations’ ability to hire new talent to
support change: UK leaders were especially downbeat,
with only 19% agreeing with the statement versus 62%
who disagreed (see Figure 18).
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These results closely matched UK leaders’ glum views
on budgetary capabilities too: just 23% agreed that they
had sufficient dedicated budget for pursuing change,
against 58% who disagreed. Most of the nations were
generally dissatisfied with their budgets, however;
Sweden was again the outlier in the leadership group, with
60% strongly agreeing that their budget was sufficient.
While the task of hiring was not generally felt to be
straightforward, organisations believe they can achieve
diversity when faced with challenges. In response to the
statement we proactively bring together people with
diverse skills, disciplines and approaches to solve
problems, 69% of Five Eyes civil servants agreed to some
extent and 45% strongly so. Even in the UK, two-thirds
of civil servants agreed.
Combining these answers with those on operating an
environment where people with a diverse range of
skills and opinions are available at short notice, the
relatively positive responses may imply that it is easier for
some organisations to bring in contractors or consultants
for short-term projects than it is to find permanent team
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members. Alternatively, they may reflect the differing
approaches adopted normally and at times of crisis,
when resource needs change quickly and usual hiring
practices may be suspended.
There was unanimous agreement across all countries
that respondents work well together in teams to
generate solutions and implement them. However,
this culture of collaboration and community within units
did not extend so readily to teamworking between units.
Across the leadership group, just 35% strongly agreed
that information-sharing is always forthcoming and
timely across different teams in our organisation.
Across the Five Eyes, just 26% of civil servants strongly
agreed that there are few barriers in place to working
closely with other departments. Interdepartmental
co-operation was worst in the UK, where fewer than
one-third (31%) of leaders agreed that we have an
open workflow and knowledge exchange with other
government organisations. The US leads the Five Eyes
group on this: 64% of civil servants agreed to some extent.

Use of evidence and insights    
The ability (or inability) to share information correlated
strongly with the ability to source it.
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US respondents had the most confidence in the Five
Eyes nations that they can quickly source the data they
need to make decisions, and that their organisation’s
activities are strongly driven by data.
Among the leadership cohorts, Sweden scored highest on
almost all questions relating to data, no doubt helped by
its mature and successful digital identity scheme, BankID,
which is used by the majority of the country’s population
to access a range of public and private sector services
(see page 53).
However, most countries acknowledged they could make
more use of data to inform decisions, particularly in the
use of feedback from citizens and end-users. Only 52%
of respondents overall agreed that wherever possible,
our organisation uses citizen or end-user input to
form policy and implementation solutions.
Australia and the UK trailed behind others in the group
on almost all statements in this category, with negative
sentiment shared by leaders and lower grades in both
countries. For instance, only 31% of UK leaders strongly
agreed that we have or can quickly source the required
data, information and intelligence for our decisionmaking – with the same proportion strongly disagreeing.
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Effects of trust in government and political consensus on responsiveness
In considering why Sweden and Denmark score
relatively well compared to the UK and the
Netherlands*, PA Consulting public services expert
Ernst Brand has two hypotheses. The first is their
societies’ general trust in the government.
“In the Nordic countries in general, social cohesion
and therefore trust in the government is very high
– the highest in the world, probably. But trust in the
government in the Netherlands and in the UK is much
lower, currently.
“I think that makes it much more difficult for
governments to respond quickly with one overall,
collective, country-wide action because there
are so many factions opposing your initiative.”

Brand’s second theory concerns difficulty in reaching
a political consensus. “The political landscape
has become very, very fragmented recently – in
the Netherlands, we now have 18 parties in the
parliament. That makes it much more difficult to have
one goal, one political line, one direction. And it makes
it more difficult for government agencies to become
responsive.
“In the UK, it’s sort of similar – they don’t have as
many parties but the parties they do have are very
much opposed, similar to in the US. Maybe Denmark
and Sweden are able to have more political consensus,
therefore making the operation of government
agencies easier and more responsive.”

* See the Netherlands country profile, pages 41-43.
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Australia
103 21

RESPONSES

LEADERS

34

MANAGERS

48

NON-MANAGEMENT

There is a place for a contingent, limited workforce and, when we use
it well, it’s excellent and efficient. But, when it’s used to replace base
capability, it’s a problem
Results from Australia’s civil servants,

Peter Alexander, acting chief

we collected data from, this sort of view

while positive overall, were relatively

executive of the country’s Digital

was absolutely replicated in 18 of them

downbeat in comparison to the other

Transformation Agency (DTA), attributes

– the vast majority underplayed their

countries.

at least some of the Australians’

achievements.”

Their leaders gave the lowest

apparent pessimism to their inherent

Australian civil servants at all grades

weighted rating of all nine nations

cultural habit of underpromoting

were certainly more negative than

in response to the overarching

themselves, lest they be accused

their peers in other countries on many

statement my organisation excels

of getting too big for their boots.

questions relating to autonomy and

at learning and responding rapidly

The civil service usually performs

risk appetite. They had less confidence

to meet evolving citizen needs,

pretty well in international comparisons

than any of their peers in the Five Eyes

with 57% in agreement. And views

of its activities. “But our self-reflection

countries that individuals and teams

from the wider group tended to

is always a bit more negative,” he

have autonomy to design and deliver

hover around the middle to lower

says. “At the DTA, we’ve actually just

solutions and failure is tolerated as

end of scoring compared with other

been talking to some agencies and

long as lessons are learned. And, in

Five Eyes countries.

collecting data and, of the 20 agencies

response to the invitation in the survey
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to state one action that the centre of

questions about a project with the

and inefficient. However, because it

government should take to improve

intent of embarrassing the incumbent

has operated in parallel with continued

their organisation, several Australians

government”.

efficiency demands that dictate agencies

made suggestions around trusting

“That is problematic too because

must cut their budgets by between

staff to conceive new ideas and

we can’t just be open and talk about

0.5% and 2% each year, it has created an

take risks.

lessons learned and failing fast through

explosion in the use of casual labour and

agile delivery approaches and all those

consultants to deliver increased service

willingness to grant autonomy to staff

things we should be doing,” he says. “It’s

delivery and digital transformation

has diminished in line with a reduction

all become wrapped up in risk because

requirements.

in risk tolerance caused by media and

no one wants to be on the front page of

political reactions to failure.

the newspaper with a project overrun or

the change of government in 2013,

website down and service unavailable.”

spending on contract labour hire and

Alexander believes that managers’

“Say a website goes down for half
a day or there’s a problem with the

The open-form responses also

In 2018, it was reported that, since

consultants doubled to $730 million.

delivery of a project that costs a bit of

included several appeals to remove

Some suggested that this increase,

money, the vitriolic response from the

the staffing cap that limits average

along with the staffing cap, could

media is completely disproportionate

staffing levels across the government

potentially diminish the expertise

to the actual effects,” he says,

to the numbers employed in 2006-07.

of public sector agencies.

adding that officials may also face

This limit was intended to ensure the

Senate committees who “will ask

public service did not grow bloated
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around bringing in diverse skills at
short notice versus hiring new talent to
support change. More than seven in 10
leaders – and 58% of the wider cohort
– agreed people with a diverse range
of skills and opinions are available at
short notice to help problem solve.
But just 52% of leaders and 46% of the
wider cohort agreed their department
is capable of hiring the new talent
needed to support change as and
when it is required (see Figure 21).
“There is a place for a contingent,
limited workforce and, when we use
it well, it’s excellent and efficient,”
Alexander says. “But when it’s used to
replace base capability, it’s a problem.”
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Barriers to agile policy design and delivery
Only one in three Australian leaders in our survey

experts and users of systems and customers all together

agreed to any extent that digital technologies

and workshop and do an agile delivery method approach

are fully embedded in policy making and

to the implementation of a policy in design and delivery.

service design (see Figure 22).

But that complete lifecycle, that engagement, is still rare.”

Peter Alexander, acting CEO of Australia’s Digital

This was also reflected in responses to the statement

Transformation Agency, contends that the framing

we develop new policy and delivery solutions in

of this statement conflates two distinct activities

parallel to increase the pace of development; just 57%

within the Australian Public Service.

of Australian leaders agreed to any extent – the lowest score

He explains that agile and digital approaches are well

of all nine nations (see Figure 22).

embedded in service delivery, but “the problem we have

Alexander says efforts are under way to address this

is that policy design and development is still often done

and agile approaches are beginning to take root, but large,

quite traditionally”.

complex organisation like the civil service cannot behave

“We still have agencies who’ll say they’re the policy
agencies so they’ll come up with the policies, and then

like a startup.
“We’ve still got people who think that we can take

throw them over the fence for a delivery agency to deliver.

a major legacy system that has an important role in

The digital or IT guys don’t get involved until the end

government – like welfare payments or revenue or security

of the line,” he says.

in defence of the nation – and replace it with an app that

“Whereas, of course, the best kind of digital delivery
model is to get a team of delivery experts and policy

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY
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He says: “Most secretaries and CEOs are on board now

of senior executives have been involved in digital

but there’s still this layer of senior managers at deputy

programmes, most have not, which stymies efforts

secretary or deputy CEO level who are doing things the

to promote a more agile culture.

way they’ve always done them and are the problem.”
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Canada
241 23

RESPONSES

LEADERS

32

MANAGERS

186

NON-MANAGEMENT

The sense of pride is probably the highest it’s ever been in public service
right now
Civil servants at management and
senior management level in Canada
are considerably less confident in their
organisation’s responsiveness than
their leaders or their colleagues in nonmanagement grades. This disconnect
between grades was more pronounced
in Canada than in any other Five Eyes
civil service.
For example, only 22% of managers
agreed that bottlenecks are avoided
by holding all staff accountable
for results, against 61% of leaders.
While not a single leader disagreed that
failure is tolerated as long as lessons
are learned, 28% of managers did.
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Canadian leaders were not so
confident about their engagement
with citizens and end-users, with just

organisations’ capacity to adapt to

year to be a public servant, to be

57% agreeing that their organisation

change. Their mean weighted scores

honest,” he says. “The sense of pride in

has a cyclical process for improving

put them among the top three of all

public service is probably the highest it’s

services, which integrates citizen and

survey countries on statements about

ever been right now – and not just in one

end-user feedback. Glover contends

leadership, staff empowerment and

department but right across the board.

that the complexity of modern-day

risk appetite.
That said, the Canadian cohort in

“I think, for the leadership, they really
needed to step up. They needed to be

general were relatively upbeat about

optimistic and positive, because it was

their organisation’s response to the

a difficult environment.

Covid crisis. Seven in ten leaders agreed

“But I also think that, for the rank

policy makes integrating citizen needs
more challenging.
“If you think back to people in our
jobs many years ago, it was basic – let’s
get everyone clean water, let’s get a rail

that adapting to change has helped to

and file, it has been a more mixed

system built across the country. But the

develop significant capabilities that

experience. Our surveys tell us that in

needs are more nuanced now, more

were not present three years prior

families where one spouse was working

personal. We pride ourselves on being

to the pandemic, rising to almost eight

in the bedroom while the other one was

a very inclusive country, very welcoming,

in ten among more junior grades.

homeschooling kids in the living room,

very diverse, and we want to make

the stressors and the sense of optimism

sure we take the time to address

Services Canada, the agency responsible

were not the same. We tried to support

those different voices so that policy

for providing IT services across the

them and understand the mental health

is inclusive.”

government, says recent staff surveys

pressures they were under, but I think

have demonstrated that responding

that context might explain some of this.”

Paul Glover, president of Shared
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confident of all leadership cohorts
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which also address issues around

embedded in processes from the

where all 42 departments had their own

interoperability and security, but that

outset (30% agreement) and little

systems and their own ways of working

does mean a bit less choice, a bit less ‘do

more confident that the technology

and, despite ten years of consolidation

it however you want’,” Glover says.

we require is available or can be

and standardisation, difficulties remain

developed in time to support our

– not least because implementing

must be “net positive”, and that his job is

requirements (56%).

standard enterprise solutions inevitably

to “recognise when standardisation has

removes a degree of autonomy

gone too far and the trade-off tips from

from people.

win to lose”, because some departments

Glover points out that Shared
Services Canada is only ten years
old this year and is just beginning

Introducing new systems gives

He is acutely aware that this trade-off

do have unique requirements. He

to emerge into what he calls “the

people “tools that really work for them

reflects: “We are starting to find that

opportunity zone”.

better than what they had previously,

maturity now.”
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Canada: a collegiate approach to technology
Peter Alexander, acting chief executive of Australia’s

industry. “The goal was not to make them experts – the

Digital Transformation Agency, has high praise for

goal was to give them the tools to ask the right questions

Canada’s model of delivering digital and IT programmes.

of their chief information officer, their chief financial

“They have some really rigorous processes in terms of
how they fund digital and ICT and then hold it to account

officer,” he explains.
There has also been a clear instruction from Canada’s

in terms of delivery – it’s a very good model, we’re quite

most senior civil servant – the clerk of the Privy Council -

envious of them,” he says. “Rather than separating

that information on existing and proposed digital systems

politicians and bureaucrats, senior ministers and officials

should be included in advice to ministers. “They may have

have good discussions together and make decisions and

policy ambitions but we’ve got some work to do on those

then have good assurance and investment management

systems and, if they go faster than us, they could break

processes.”

them,” Glover explains.

Paul Glover, president of Shared Services Canada, says

He says that educating ministers about the technical

this open, candid approach is all part of the maturity that the

debt inherent in old systems has led to greater investment,

civil service is beginning to develop in terms of technology.

and this collegiate approach was a blessing when designing

“We have realised for a number of years – and certainly
over the last year with Covid – that policy is important,
but it has to be deliverable. And, increasingly, that

the response to Covid, as considerations about risk shifted
from cost and schedule to execution and outcome.
“With some of the benefits we rolled out, ministers

implies digital delivery. So we have gone out of our way

knew that we couldn’t develop a system so tight that there

to make sure that deputy ministers [the top officials in a

wouldn’t be some things that slipped through the cracks,”

department] like myself understand not just policy but

he says. “But the risk tolerance was understood and

also digital and operations.”

accepted, by both deputy ministers and ministers, because

About two years ago, all deputy ministers took part in
a digital bootcamp involving senior figures from the tech

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY
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and I think that’s a game changer.”
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Denmark
10

RESPONSES

ALL HEAD OF
UNIT OR HIGHER

Danish leaders pride themselves on developing people’s skills and stretching
their competencies
Danes scored themselves highly on
all statements relating to leadership
and organisational purpose, and almost
as high on staff empowerment
Denmark’s results give some insight
into the benefits and difficulties of
providing public service in a small
country.
For example, its leaders reported
strong teamwork and collaboration,
which may be easier to achieve in a
geographically small system. The Danes
were 100% in agreement that they
work well together in teams to generate
and implement solutions, and they
were more confident than peers in
any other country about their efforts
to collaborate outside their own teams.
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in processes from the start – a finding

always thought was just boring IT

that surprised Eriksson.

stuff suddenly makes things happen

He says Denmark usually scores

at a very rapid pace, because you’re

always easy; just 40% of leaders agreed

highest in international benchmarks on

able to just build on top of what’s

they were able to do this. Perhaps

its use of digital technologies because

already there,” he says.

because of this, once staff are in post,

the Danish government operates

Danish leaders pride themselves on

a ‘digital by default’ policy, where

developing their skills and stretching
their competencies (at least 80%
agreement).
The Danes were the most positive
of all leadership cohorts that being able
to adapt to significant change is part of
our organisation’s long-term strategy –
100% of them strongly agreed.
Ronnie Eriksson, public sector expert,
PA Consulting, says that for at least the
past 20 years, the government has
been working with private sector
partners to build an IT infrastructure
connecting municipalities, regions and
state agencies, so there is a “strong
culture and tradition of collaboration”.
However, only 40% of Danish
leaders agreed that technology is

citizens are expected to engage with
public services online unless they are
granted an exemption.
“I think this is unique on the
international scale. While in other
countries it is still voluntary, we’ve
been pushing this very strongly from
a regulatory point of view and we have
a digital-ready population,” he says.
This approach, along with the
underlying IT infrastructure that has
been developed, really proved its value
as an enabler to responsiveness in the
Covid pandemic, says Eriksson – in the
survey, 100% of Danish leaders agreed

For example, it took Denmark just
three months to build and implement
a coronavirus passport scheme. “All the
data was there, the basic infrastructure
was there, and they were able to push
it out to all citizens on a very effective
scale. Whereas, in other countries,
it seems to be a huge task.”
Eriksson hopes that politicians
will realise it is vital for Denmark
to keep investing in maintaining the
IT infrastructure, so that momentum
is not lost.
“We have to keep making sure that
it is sustainable in the long run,” he
says, adding: “We have a lot of legacy

that adapting to change has helped to

IT systems in the Danish public sector,

develop capabilities that did not exist

and it will take some of the speed

three years earlier.

out of your new ability to respond

“It has become very clear to

if you have to work with 50-year-old

available or can be developed on

politicians and senior leaders in

systems that are only supported by

demand or that digital is embedded

public organisations that what they

one supplier.”
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Only 10% of Danish survey
participants said there was little
unnecessary bureaucracy in their
organisation – Danes were markedly
more negative about this than their
Nordic neighbours.
Eriksson was, again, surprised by
this result: “I guess there is a tendency
when you have a highly regulated
system, a big welfare state and a lot of
policy, then maybe it will feel like a lot
of bureaucracy. I don’t know if it is any
more bureaucratic than other countries
but it is definitely a very heavy system.”
Danes scored themselves highly on
all statements relating to leadership and
organisational purpose, and almost as
high on staff empowerment.
However, only four in ten agreed
that bottlenecks are avoided by holding
staff accountable for results, with the
same number disagreeing – and just half
agreed that individuals and teams have
the autonomy to design and deliver their
own solutions. Finding ways to improve
autonomy and accountability could
help to disperse these pinch points that
stymie agility.
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The Netherlands
14*

RESPONSES

6

LEADERS

2

MANAGERS

6

NON-MANAGEMENT

Suddenly officials found that getting things done quickly was more possible
than they had previously thought
* Note to readers: because this
sample size is smaller than that of other
countries, we have removed it from
overall comparisons in the main report,
but still felt it useful to include and
discuss the findings.
A majority (72%) of Dutch
respondents agreed that their
organisation excels at learning and
responding rapidly to meet evolving
citizen and end-user needs, but only
half of the Dutch leaders agreed with
this statement – a lower proportion than
among leaders in any other country.
The Dutch generally believed that
being able to adapt to change is part
of their long-term strategy, with 83%
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of leaders and a similar proportion

33rd highest – the best outcome

is most suitable for them. Which is

in the wider group strongly agreeing.

of all the larger European nations.

expensive – and difficult. Because it’s

However, they were not confident

And, in a report in June 2021, the

not only the technology that needs

that in the three years before the

OECD wrote that the pandemic “has

to be differentiated but also the way

pandemic, they were able to speed up

dealt a historic blow to the Netherlands’

individual civil servants need to identify

delivery of their activities – only 7%

economy, but a swift policy response,

how to engage with individual citizens.

of the total group agreed with this, and

effective support to people and firms,

And that complexity makes it more

one-third of leaders disagreed entirely.

and a workforce with comparatively

difficult to be responsive.”

In fact, their aggregate weighted

strong digital skills have helped the

scores across all statements relating

country to weather the crisis

in the Netherlands tend to view IT as

to their ability to move at pace were

relatively well”.

a cost item and adopt an approach

comparatively low – only the UK
scored lower.
That said, Dutch leaders were

Ernst Brand, public sector expert
at PA Consulting, contends that the
Dutch civil service responded well

In addition, many senior officials

of “repair when broken” rather than
“invest before it breaks”, he says.
Brand’s comments were borne

generally satisfied with their

to the pandemic in spite of numerous

out in Dutch leaders’ responses to the

organisation’s Covid response, with

structural barriers, including a highly

statement that digital is embedded

83% strongly agreeing that adapting

fragmented political landscape –

in the development of new policy and

to change has helped to develop

18 parties are currently represented

services – there was zero agreement

significant capabilities that were

in the Dutch parliament – and a very

with this from leaders, and only one-

not present three years prior to

traditional mindset among many

third agreed that the technology we

the pandemic.

leaders on IT.

require for effective collaboration

Statistics compiled by data-

“Whereas ‘digital unless’ is the

and solution delivery is available or

aggregating website Worldometer

policy in Denmark, in the Netherlands

can be developed in time to support

show that, while the Netherlands

the grand principle is ‘public service

our requirements (see Figure 27).

recorded the ninth highest number

for everyone’,” Brand explains. “So

of coronavirus cases across Europe

everyone, even people who have no

opportunity, and Brand says that

(1.8 million) by the end of July 2021,

digital abilities, should be able to use

the urgency of the pandemic made

its deaths per million people was

government services in a way that

it necessary to make choices about
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However, with complexity comes
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best solutions and, suddenly, officials
found that getting things done quickly
was more possible than they had
previously thought.
“It wasn’t only activities that are
directly related to Covid, such as
vaccination programmes, but also
many activities that were indirectly
related, such as the economic
stimulation or financial help for
companies. These required gigantic
organisation of super-urgent initiatives
involving lots of organisations but they
worked out – they were successful.”
However, Brand adds that a lot of
correction work now needs to take
place, because improvised solutions

by the teams affected by them;

that were created at speed now need

33% of leaders agreed somewhat with

taking, with not a single respondent

to be dismantled or integrated into

this but agreement among the whole

disagreeing that experimentation

existing systems.

Dutch sample was 57%.

is made possible, and proactively

On issues relating to leadership, staff

There was more confidence around

There is a healthy culture of risk-

encouraged or that staff are rewarded

empowerment and autonomy, and risk

using evidence and user feedback to

for pursuing opportunities for

appetite, senior managers and non-

solve problems – 57% of the wider group

positive change, even if there

managers were more positive than their

said their organisation’s activities

is risk of failure. However, only

leaders. This was particularly apparent

are strongly driven by data and 64%

one-third of the leaders agreed that

on operational decisions made by

agreed that their organisation uses

people are given dedicated time

unit heads/senior managers are

citizen or end-user input to form

to pursue new ideas and solutions,

always explained and understood

policy and implementation solutions.

with half disagreeing.
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New Zealand
197 10

RESPONSES

LEADERS

62

MANAGERS

125

NON-MANAGEMENT

Operation at speed has required a real shift in mindset among officials,
which hasn’t been easy to absorb or to manage
Leaders in New Zealand have great
confidence in their organisations’
abilities to operate a responsive service

it in the lowest two countries against

uncertainty, agreement among

of these statements.

more junior staff was around 50%.

There was also disparity between

Since 2017, New Zealand has

but this is not shared to the same extent

leaders and more junior grades

established a cohort of more than

by their colleagues in lower grades.

about the response to the pandemic.

1,000 leaders – Te Pae Turuki, the

In response to the statement my

While nine in ten leaders strongly

Public Service Leaders Group – which

organisation excels at learning and

agreed that adapting to change

adhere to centrally defined standards

responding rapidly to meet evolving

has helped to develop significant

of conduct and participate in centrally

citizen and end-user needs, 90% of

capabilities that were not present

coordinated development programmes.

leaders agreed, compared with 72%

three years before the pandemic,

However, personnel management

of the whole New Zealand sample.

strong agreement was registered by

is devolved at grades below leadership

just 53% of managers and by 56%

level, which may explain some

of non-managers (see box).

discrepancies in scoring. Almost all

And, while New Zealand leaders
consistently scored among the top two
or three countries on all statements

Similarly, while eight in ten Kiwi

HR issues relating to pay, conditions,

outlining their environment to support

leaders agreed that they are able to

recruitment and dismissal are delegated

change, average weighted responses

quickly and effectively capitalise

to ministries, so diverse employment

across the country’s whole cohort put

on opportunities that arise from

arrangements have arisen.
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Despite this, respondents were
generally satisfied with their HR
capabilities, with 72% agreeing their
organisation proactively brings
together people with diverse skills
and approaches to solve problems
– and 100% of the leadership group
agreed. However, confidence was more
subdued as to organisations’ ability
to hire new talent as and when it’s
needed, at 45% agreement overall and
60% among leaders. Hiring capabilities
may be affected by budgetary
pressures: only 31% were satisfied
they had sufficient budget for pursuing
change, versus 44% who disagreed.
Collaboration could be improved: just

in early 2021, Hannah Cameron, deputy

were reflected in leaders’ responses – for

46% agreed that they have an open

commissioner of New Zealand’s State

example, only six of the ten agreed that

workflow and knowledge exchange

Services Commission, said previous

individuals and teams have autonomy

with other government organisations

operational freedoms had hit alignment

to design their own solutions

and 48% that there are very few barriers

and cooperation between ministries,

(see Figure 28) and that officials are

in place to working closely with other

and the reforms aimed to facilitate

empowered to continually question

departments.

greater collaboration to optimise

processes and solutions to make

outcomes for citizens.

improvements. However, agreement

A new Public Service Act to address
this came onto the statute books in July
2020. At the Global Government Summit

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY

Recent efforts by senior public
servants to row back on this autonomy

with these statements among lower
grades was marginally higher.
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Behind the scenes: New Zealand’s COVID-19 border closures
Before COVID-19 swept across the world, New Zealand

She says that for Customs, responding to Covid has

Customs Service was processing up to 60,000 airline

been “our entire focus every day since February last

passengers a day as well as collecting import and

year”, with constant major changes that needed rapid

export taxes.

implementation.

Within a few days of the virus coming into the country,

Airport closures, which led to hundreds of Customs

the government closed the borders to foreign travellers

staff being redeployed to other functions such as contact

and mandated 14 days’ managed isolation for returning

tracing, gave way to travel bubbles with Australia and other

citizens. Immediately, traffic fell to around 300 passengers

neighbouring countries, effectively creating two airports

per day. The response certainly stemmed the spread of

on one site. Both zones needed to be staffed until the

Covid: even at the peak of transmission in April 2020,

travel bubbles were suspended.

the country was recording 89 new cases a day and, by
August 2021, only 26 people had died.
While it may seem to the outside world that this

The collection of taxes and duties was made more
flexible to support importers and exporters, producing
more administrative changes. Then, at the end of 2020,

swift, effective action has meant that life within

the department was given two weeks’ notice that it would

New Zealand was not unduly affected by the pandemic,

also being take charge of managing the 24/7 quarantine

it created unprecedented challenges for many civil service

function at the 16 maritime ports.

organisations, not least Customs.
Janine Foster, director of risk, security and assurance

Suddenly, small towns such as Opua in the far
North Island – the first port for overseas yachts arriving

at Customs, suspects that the situation created by Covid

after crossing the Pacific Ocean – needed 25 people to

might explain why the lower-grade respondents gave less

oversee the arrival of commercial and pleasure craft,

positive answers than their leaders.

when normally one person would do.
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She notes that the law has formalised the role of the

at speeds it’s never been written at before” and, on

public service to provide free, frank advice to support the

several occasions, policy was formulated with little or no

government to do what it needs to do, and it also allows

consideration of how difficult it would be to implement.

for the creation of executive boards – formal bodies

She adds that while Customs staff might normally

comprising the chief executives of various ministries

handle one or two legislative changes a year, they have

that will work together to achieve aligned objectives.

implemented many more in the past 18 months.
Foster is proud that to date the agency has managed
to avoid making redundancies, but she estimates that
around two-thirds of Customs’ 1,500 staff have had to
be shifted into new roles at least once over the course
of the pandemic.
“This has put massive amounts of pressure on people
who are not used to operating at speed,” she says.
“Civil servants are used to doing things right, not fast.”
This has required a real shift in mindset among officials,
she says, which hasn’t been easy to absorb or to manage.
“From a strategic perspective, it’s been very, very difficult
to plan. It’s just been a case of responding day to day.”
Foster says the Public Service Act was enacted at just
the right time to optimise the country’s crisis response.
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The first of these to be established was the Border
Executive Board, hosted by Customs and populated
by the heads of other agencies with an interest in borders,
such as health, trade and transport.
“I would have to say that Customs has been more
responsive to new demands in the last 18 months than
it could ever have imagined. If someone had said to us
two years ago, ‘do you think you could deal with this sort
of change?’, no one would have said yes.
“I do think people feel more confident that even
if they don’t know everything, actually it turns out
they don’t need to – they can still make a good decision
based on what they do know, and change it later
if need be.”
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Norway
10

RESPONSES

ALL DEPUTY
DIRECTOR
OR HIGHER

Norway’s leaders recognise there is room for improvement in experimentation
Norway’s civil service is not as
positive about its responsiveness as the
other Nordic countries in our survey.
Its scores put it somewhere in the
middle of the nine-country pack
in almost all categories, except for
willingness to consider new ideas and
experiment – where it came bottom.
Seven in ten Norwegian leaders
said that their organisation excels at
learning and responding rapidly to
meet evolving citizen and enduser needs. But they were the least
confident of any country about their
ability to design and deliver services
in new ways, and least certain that
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their organisation is committed to

a public sector expert, agrees that

constantly adapting policies and

the Norwegian government was able

survey statements, Norwegian civil

services based on learning from

to move rapidly and effectively when

servants were more confident about the

success and failure.

responding to the pandemic. “The

deployment of technology in delivering

government has worked in conjunction

the business of government than in

that being able to adapt to long-

with the parliament to change policies,

the development of human resources.

term change is part of their long-

making it easier to manage the

term strategy (100% agreement, with

population health and take quicker

technologies are fully embedded

50% in strong agreement) and that

decisions,” she says.

in processes and eight in 10 that the

They were rather more confident

Looking to their responses to other

Seven in ten agreed that digital

they proactively seek to respond to

“The aftermath of COVID-19 shows

technology they require is available

changing stakeholder needs (100%

that Norway has managed well, counting

to them when they need it. However,

agreement). Their Covid response was

relatively few deaths and a lower

only 40% said they proactively bring

also positive, with 80% agreeing that

number of hospitalisations compared

together a group of people with

adapting to change has helped to

to the rest of Europe. In addition, the

sufficiently diverse skills, disciplines

develop significant capabilities

Norwegian economy is now booming

and approaches to solve problems

that were not present three years

and unemployment rates are again very

and 50% agreed that staff are

ago prior to the Covid pandemic.

low. I believe the government’s ability to

deliberately introduced to new

move at pace has been crucial to reach

initiatives and their competencies

these results.”

stretched to develop them.

Grete Kvernland-Berg, head of
PA Consulting’s Norwegian arm and
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Norway’s leaders recognise there
is room to improve experimentation
in their organisation: only four in ten
agreed their organisation gives people
dedicated time to pursue new ideas
and solutions and that staff are
rewarded for pursuing opportunities
for positive change, even if there
is risk of failure (see Figure 30).
Only 30% agreed that all ideas and
innovations are equally considered,
regardless of seniority level, and
just 10% said that experimentation
is made possible and proactively
encouraged.
Kvernland-Berg encourages leaders
to address these areas and says that
embracing innovative approaches is
not just about improving organisational

challenges related to increased public

“Our public sector will have to create

capabilities: it is fundamental to

spending on welfare and healthcare in

room for change, and make room for

delivering good government in the

combination with declining workforce

new approaches — for example related

future. “Norway, like other western

and high dependency on incomes

to how we provide care in the future —

European countries, is facing major

from the oil industry,” she notes.

in order to solve these issues.”
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Sweden
15

RESPONSES

ALL HEAD OF
UNIT OR HIGHER

There are definitely things to be learned from how agencies acted in the
Covid crisis – they threw away a lot of internal bureaucracy and hierarchical
decision-making and just did things
If Swedish respondents are to be
believed, Sweden is a true exemplar in
operating public services that respond
quickly and effectively to the changing
needs of its citizens.
Even within the Nordic countries,
which are generally more positive about
their responsiveness than the Five Eyes,
Swedish leaders self-assessed their
organisations more highly than any
other country on almost all indicators.
In response to the overarching
statement my organisation excels at
learning and responding rapidly to
meet evolving citizen and end-user
needs, only one of the 15 senior Swedes
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disagreed, and then only somewhat.
Thirteen agreed strongly.
This groundswell of positivity will
come as no surprise to regular readers
of the World Happiness Report, which
ranks nations based on respondents’
ratings of their own lives correlated
with various quality-of-life indicators.
Along with many other Nordic countries,
Sweden consistently appears at or near
the top of this index, so it seems that the
survey respondents’ views may broadly
reflect the attitudes of the Swedish
population in general.
However, Martin Eriksson, agile and
public sector expert, PA Consulting,
believes the optimism displayed in
our survey sample doesn’t tally with
views he encounters from public
sector clients.
Eriksson says that usually Swedes
assess themselves pretty low in
research and recent OECD civil service
benchmarking studies have seen
Sweden slipping down the rankings,
partly as a result of poor results on
collaboration between agencies.
He has a theory about this.
“I think the problem is that Sweden
was really fast when it came to doing
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digitalisation and self-service in public

statements about the use of data

decision-making and just did things.

services, but it was all done in silos,”

and end-user feedback in the design

One agency was tasked with making

says Eriksson. “When you need to

and delivery of policy and services.

sure that the financial stimuli to small

interact with other departments, it’s

Eriksson says that citizens now

companies were made – they went

much harder. If something needs to

expect that when they access services

from nothing to a working solution in

be done where three or four or five

from one government organisation

seven weeks, yet they’d never actually

different agencies are to be involved,

that agency will have their data from

developed anything before.”

it has to be priority one in each of

all other agencies. However, GDPR and

those agencies at the same time

other data privacy regulations mean

customer officer at Sweden’s Companies

or it won’t happen.”

this is not a given.

Registration Office (SCRO), adds that

However, he says that Sweden

He believes that ever-growing

Dani Dawoodson Razmgah, chief

the Covid crisis has had a silver lining

was a pioneer when it came to

requirements around data protection

in the form of accelerated digital

the development of self-service

and cybersecurity could pose a huge

transformation, both within and

government, and that this was helped

risk to governments’ ability to respond

outside Sweden.

hugely by the willingness of the

effectively to citizens’ needs in the future.

population to be identified by officials.
Sweden’s successful digital identity

More than nine in ten of the Swedish

The SCRO is part of the European
Business Registry Association (EBRA),

leaders agreed that adapting to the

some of whose members, particularly

scheme, BankID, which is used by most

Covid crisis had enabled them to

in southern European countries, were

of the population, is a promulgation of

develop new capabilities. Eriksson

less technologically advanced and still

that. As well as enabling the government

believes that Swedish civil servants

used paper documents and processed

to design and deliver services digitally,

surprised themselves by how well they

everything through a notary. However,

such schemes assist with the collection

handled the pandemic.

at the first virtual EBRA conference in

of data about demand for and use
of those services.
This was borne out in extremely
confident Swedish responses to
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June 2021, Razmgah was pleased to find

learned from how agencies acted in the

that even in those countries, mindsets

Covid crisis – they threw away a lot of

had changed and the benefits of

internal bureaucracy and hierarchical

digitalisation were being realised.
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Sweden: collaboration and hands-off management
The process of setting up a company in Sweden takes

Dani Dawoodson Razmgah is chief customer officer at

up to eight weeks. There are several steps to navigate, such

the SCRO, and he says NSG is a great example of Nordic

as obtaining a statement from the bank confirming your

efforts to continually improve and streamline services

share capital, registering with the Companies Registration

for citizens and customers.

Office (SCRO) and the tax authority and, depending on

However, the concept did not come from central

the type of business, potentially with the local municipal

government – it is an initiative driven by the participating

authority. Each part of the process is conducted via paper

agencies themselves. Nordic nations are renowned for

and post.

having cultures that promote social capital and this

The ambition is that, by the end of 2027, every step will
be digitised and the process should take five minutes.
This is just one project of an international collaboration

extends to high levels of empowerment and accountability
of employees in all sectors, including the public sector.
Razmgah himself worked in a large international private

called Nordic Smart Government (NSG) which aims to

company before joining the SCRO and was shocked by

promote growth and innovation across the Nordic region

the extent of micromanagement from the company’s

by connecting consenting private and public sector

European chief, who was British.

information systems and making real-time business
data accessible to small and medium-sized enterprises.
NSG comprises 16 organisations including the business

“In Sweden, we have a totally different management
style. I don’t know how to directly translate it, but we have
some kind of trust in each other. They give you the ‘what’

registries, statistics agencies and tax authorities of Sweden,

to do, but the ‘how’ to do it is up to you, within a frame

Norway, Finland, Iceland and Denmark. Since 2016, it has

of course. But I also know that if I don’t deliver what is

been defining the concept and scope, detailing requirements

expected, I don’t have a job any more.

based on customer needs, and writing the roadmap and
implementation plan that was launched in 2021.
This involves extensive consultation with private

“If you think about the 80/20 rule that says 80% of the
people are doing the right things but 20% are not following
the rules or not delivering, then we take the view that

sector representative bodies and academic researchers.

instead of checking up on everyone, let’s just check on that

The ultimate aim is that, by 2027, the Nordic countries

20% instead. And that’s why I think this survey shows that

will be the most integrated region in the world.

people here are quite happy – it is a good place to work.”
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United Kingdom
183 26 100

RESPONSES

LEADERS

MANAGERS

57

NON-MANAGEMENT

The problem with obtaining data is often not excessive bureaucracy but
issues of ownership and privacy, or commercial sensitivity
Ratings from the UK were among
the lowest, and senior civil servants
were particularly pessimistic around
bureaucracy, budgets, technology,
human resources and collaboration.
Only 12% of the leadership group
agreed that there is very little
unnecessary bureaucracy in their
organisation, with 85% disagreeing.
However, the UK cohort recorded
the strongest agreement among Five
Eyes nations that adapting to change
has helped to develop significant
capabilities that were not present
three years before the Covid
pandemic, with 83% of the core
group and 96% of leaders agreeing.
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(DfT), says crisis management is well
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Regarding ability to hire new talent
to support change, 46% of UK civil
servants agreed they can do this as and

developed in some departments. These

problem with obtaining data is often

when required but, in the leadership

functions had been strengthened by

not excessive bureaucracy but issues

groups, only 19% agreed compared

Operation Yellowhammer, an initiative

of ownership, privacy or commercial

with 62% who disagreed.

to prepare for disruption after the UK

sensitivity.

left the EU.

These results reflect UK leaders’ glum

He led the government’s response

views on budgetary capabilities: just

to the collapse of airline and travel

23% agreed that they had sufficient

departments, such as the Ministry of

company Thomas Cook in 2019,

dedicated budget for pursuing change

Justice and HM Revenue & Customs,

and recalls how his team could not

against 58% who disagreed.

rarely have to deal with emergencies

access passenger data to help plan

so are less well prepared and had a

repatriations until the Official Receiver

expert, PA Consulting, attributes

tougher time during the pandemic,

had been sent into the company. For

these low levels to a combination of

although they have “caught up”.

months, they relied on predictions,

factors, including long-term austerity

some of which were wide of the mark.

and underinvestment in IT and data,

Brereton adds that some

In the survey, fewer than one in
three (31%) UK leaders strongly agreed

The DfT has since established a crisis

Philip Oliver, public sector strategy

inflexible pay structures that deter

that we have, or can quickly source,

data unit with analysts whose remit

talent, and a perception that the service

the required data, information and

is to “think about those complicated

has become more politicised.

intelligence for our decision-making

data pieces before they happen”, says

– with the same proportion strongly

Brereton. “As we do scenario planning

executive and the civil service, which

disagreeing.

for the big risks, they are doing the

has been held strongly in the UK for

“The separation between the

But Brereton says one result of

thinking about what kind of questions

many years, has become more blurred

the pandemic has been better data

ministers might ask, where we can get

recently,” says Oliver.

sourcing for decision-making. Ministers

that data from, what’s available and

demanded real-time data and a lot of

what’s not, and what we can invest in.”
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“The civil service is there to provide
balanced, impartial advice to ministers.
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It’s also there to land what are

optimism among civil servants about

has to respond to this – in partnership

ostensibly very difficult messages that

the job.”

with industry, sure, but it’s got to be led

sometimes prevent a government from

But Amos is not surprised that UK

fully implementing what they want to

respondents were positive about

implement. And, while I’m not saying

their Covid response and suggests

that work isn’t still being done to build

the pandemic has been “galvanising”

out the propositions and proposals

for the civil service.

fully, there is a much greater emphasis

“In a way, people have been liberated

now by civil servants on the political

from their bureaucratic shackles,

implications of decisions and advice.”

because things had to get done – the

Neil Amos, policing and justice

vaccination programme, ventilators, the

lead for PA Consulting, highlights the

furlough scheme. On a psychological

proliferation of special advisers and

level, there is something about the fact

non-executive members from the

that it is only government that can do

private sector on departmental boards:

these things.

by government.”
He notes that reacting to a crisis can
be relatively easy: “In a crisis, people
can get a real sense of pride and
urgency because the problem is obvious
and staring them in the face, and they
have to solve it so they all come together
and do something about it.
“The bit that’s hard – and where
government struggles – is the really
important but non-urgent work.
It’s building that data capability.

“After they had been beaten over

It’s changing IT systems. It’s creating

feels that, if they want to get anything

the head for so many years and told

a new set of behaviours and culture

done, they’ll bring people in to shake

‘public sector bad, private sector good’,

within the organisation. These things

things up. I think the impact of that

the pandemic re-established to civil

are much harder because there isn’t

may be to undermine confidence and

servants that it’s the public sector who

that sense of urgency.”

“There’s this sense that the government
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Stranded: responding to the collapse of an airline
When travel company Thomas Cook looked like it would
collapse in 2019, one might have thought the Department
for Transport would have a plan ready. After all, Monarch
Airlines had gone bust only 18 months earlier.
But James Brereton, a deputy director at the
department, says that nobody wrote anything down after

54 airports in 18 countries – 94% on their original
scheduled date.
As well as leasing a commercial travel company to
manage flight booking, the DfT bid for the assistance of
150 civil servants from the Surge and Rapid Response Team,
a 700-strong section based in HM Revenue & Customs.

Monarch, so much of the institutional memory was lost.

“We had them deployed around the world within a few

Brereton says such a commercially sensitive case is

days, trained, kitted out with iPads, and sent overseas to help

complex: officials must be careful not to inadvertently

passengers. It was a monumental effort,” recalls Brereton.

create a collapse by scaring off investors. But maintaining

“A lot of the customers were of a demographic that isn’t

high levels of secrecy makes it difficult to obtain the data

very IT literate – they still go into a high-street store to book

needed to plan the response, and means information

their package holiday. So, even though we had set up a

cannot be shared between agencies until very late on.

microsite and a call centre, a lot of people were just turning

From spring 2019, at least nine departments were
working on their own plans for the possible insolvency,

up at airports, not even knowing what had happened.
“So we sent all these civil servants around the world

but many staff had signed non-disclosure agreements.

who stood at airports and took the brunt of angry package

The first cross-government ministerial meeting was not

holidaymakers who were not very happy that their

called until 17 September. At this meeting, the prime

company had gone bust.”

minister approved the repatriation of passengers
and months of preparation were turned into action.
Between 23 September and 7 October, more
than 154,000 customers were repatriated from

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY

Brereton’s team is now writing a playbook to record
and share lessons. The operation was, he says, a success:
“We brought everyone back and a lot of passengers didn’t
even notice any difference.”
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United States
108 12

RESPONSES

LEADERS

26

MANAGERS

70

NON-MANAGEMENT

The US was the only nation where confidence in the leadership was higher
among more junior grades than among the leaders themselves
Civil servants in the US pride

In response to the overall statement –

among the bottom two on statements

themselves on their effective use

my organisation excels at learning

around environment for change and

of technology to deliver policy and

and responding rapidly to meet

moving at pace.

services, and on how they collect and

evolving citizen needs – 87% of

use data to track service outcomes.

frontline civil servants agreed compared

purpose is better understood by US

The total US group scored higher

with 67% of leaders.

civil servants than its leaders give them

than any other Five Eyes country

Yet organisational direction and

As well as being more negative

credit for. Nearly three-quarters of non-

on all statements relating to use of

about most performance indicators

management staff agreed that all staff

technology, evidence and insights.

than their more junior colleagues, US

have a good understanding of the

leaders were also more downbeat than

future direction of their organisation,

countries – where larger samples took

their peer groups in other countries.

compared to 42% of leaders and 58%

part in the study – the non-management

For example, they scored lowest overall

of managers.

civil servants in the US were more

on the statements about leadership

positive on all indicators than their

and organisational vision, staff

confidence in the leadership was

more senior compatriots.

empowerment and autonomy, and

higher among more junior grades

Uniquely among the Five Eyes

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY

The US was the only nation where
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than among the leaders themselves. For
example, managers and non-managers
gave higher ratings than their senior
colleagues to leaders inspire and
support our workforce to pursue
and realise opportunity in the face
of adversity. And 71% of frontline
US staff agreed that leaders inspire,
support and drive new ideas and
change, compared with 58% of the
leadership cohort (see Figure 34).
US leaders were also most
circumspect about their response
to Covid. Just over half (58%) agreed
that adapting to change had helped to
develop significant capabilities that
were not present three years prior
to the pandemic. This is significantly

(42%) that experimentation is made

lower than any other leadership cohort.

However, leaders in the US

possible and actively encouraged

were much more confident in their

The apparently low self-efficacy of

(see Figure 34). However, the wider US

deployment of data and technology

US leaders was also evident in their views

cohort recorded the highest aggregate

to design and deliver solutions.

on indicators relating to risk-taking and

scores across the core Five Eyes group

Three-quarters said that digital

consideration of new ideas. US leaders

on most statements relating to staff

technologies are fully embedded

were just as likely to disagree as agree

empowerment and accountability.

in policymaking and service design

RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT SURVEY
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However, they saw there was room
for improvement in putting this

US leaders were also more

data to use – only half agreed that

and solution delivery is available

confident than their counterparts in

wherever possible, our organisation

or can be developed in enough time

other countries on some of the other

uses citizen or end-user input to

to support requirements.

statements. For example, all US leaders

form policy and implementation

On all seven statements relating

agreed that their organisation is led

solutions, and two-thirds that they

to the use of data and feedback from

by data insights to track policy and

have a cyclical process for improving

citizens to design and improve solutions,

service outcomes with end users,

services, which integrates citizen

US civil servants were more confident

with three-quarters strongly agreeing.

and end-user feedback.
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